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Emily Gold, head chef for one of Chicagoâ€™s most acclaimed French restaurants, is about to have

her life turned upside down. Sheâ€™s been picked to compete on the hit reality TV show Hot Chef!

Everything has been falling into place for Emily in regards to her career as a budding culinary

mastermind. But when you dedicate as much of your life to your work as Emily has, some things are

bound to slip away from youâ€¦ like your love life.All of that is about to change for Emily, however,

when sheâ€™s introduced to one of her fellow competitors. Raina appears to be introverted and

sweet on the outside, but inside of her burns a flame of culinary talent that instantly draws Emily in.

The two become fast friends and as the heat in the kitchen grows, so does the heat in their

relationship. But reality TV is never drama free, as both Emily and Raina soon discover.Will the

desire Emily feels for her beautiful competitor overcome her desire to win Hot Chef? Or will this

behind the scenes romance come out of the oven undercooked? Emily is determined to have it all, a

great career and a partner to share it with, but the realities of unscripted television might just be

writing a different script for this driven young chef.
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I just discovered this author and I am so happy I did. This is a lovely, light read that I completed in

one evening. It is told in the first person, past tense which bothered me at first, but the character

driving the story, Emily is really sincere and likeable. I felt that the "I love you" came a little too

easily, but the two women were so interesting that I got over it. The setting...a reality cooking show

was really fun. I gave it four stars because there were some typos that should have been caught in

editing, but overall I definitely recommend this book, so much so, I immediately purchased two more

from the author.

I was given an ARC copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.This story uniquely

combines a reality TV show and lesbian love. Raina and Emily meet as they were assigned to be

roommates for the duration of the show. Thier third roommate was quickly eliminated and the

natural love between Raina & Emily was given an opportunity to blossom. Until Raina, although

clearly the most qualified contestant, was eliminated. It was due to a cooking mistake, or was it

sabotage. To find out the answer to that question and to find out how Emily & Raina end up, you

have got to read this story.It is obvious that Nico had fun writing this book, because that love comes

out in the sweet dialogue and the feelings between the two main characters. This is a very easy

read that you will get through in one evening.

So here I was thinking I was over watching, never mind reading about another reality TV cooking

show when Chef Cutegirl swept me along at a fast pace and back stage with two of its contestants.

Who wouldn't hope that Emily could be successful in winning Hot Chef the TV show and the heart of

hot chef Raina. It almost made me want to start watching cooking shows again.I was given an ARC

copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. So do yourself a favour and read Nicolette

Dane's latest book Chef Cutegirl. I hope she writes a follow up story to this so we can follow their

adventures further. Loved it!

I signed up to be an ARC beta reader after reading this book. I enjoyed the growing attraction

between the two characters, Emily and Raina. As they work side by side championing each other,

the inevitable happens and they come to a crossroad - in their relationship and with the competition.

It helps that I enjoy watching reality TV involving chef competitions! Nico did a wonderful job of

describing the prepared dishes such that I was often hungry while reading! No spoiler alerts here.

Read it and smile with a warm heart.



Okay. I should've known better than to purchase a book surrounding "reality TV" as I don't waste my

time watching "reality TV" because there's nothing "real" about it. So I truly couldn't get excited

about the environment in which the romance was set (it's kind of watching a movie in operatic form.

Why bother? Just watch the opera). So I had to resort to skim reading over the descriptions of the

cooking show and focus on the blossoming romance between the 2 main protagonists.Having said

all that, the book was fairly well written - no grammatical errors - and it flowed quite well. It made you

wonder about their future together, though, as I found that the characters fell in love way too quickly

for it to be believable. Hence the wondering question about their future. Was it real love, just puppy

love, or simply lust? Would "it" survive past the show and into real life? Questions such as these left

a dissatisfied taste in my mouth.So, for those reasons - "reality TV", falling in love too quickly

making it unbelievable, their questionable future - I gave the book 3 stars.

Nicely done story by someone with a good understanding of reality TV. I very much enjoyed this

book and look forward to reading other books by this writer. Incidentally, there are a number of

editing errors that I found distracting.

This was a very good, light hearted story with a little (very little) angst thrown in to give the story

something of a twist.Absolutely adored Emily and Raina and thought they made a good couple!!

Enjoyed the back and forth of the chef's and really, really wished Dale would have been in the end

and had his comeuppance!!!Oh, well. Guess we can't have it all. There was quite a bit of Emily

being in her head type narrative where she 'talked' to herself. This story wasn't as bad as the

previous one I read of hers "Hotel Hollywood" that it really got on my nerves, but still quite a bit of

it.Thanks for an entertaining story!!

This is a story about Emily and Raina, both chefs and contestants on a cooking show called "Hot

Chef". (That they are both hot is a coincidence.)The story is long, and tells us what goes on beind

the scenes, where contestants concoct dishes to win, as we've seen on the Food Channel. Emily

and Raina eventually have a relationship, being lesbians, but I found the culinary part of the story

most fascinating. Nicolette Dane is a good writer; she doesn't bombard you with continuous

orgasms and over-the-top descriptions of female anatomy. Her writing is entirely credible. She did

introduce us to Pema, a sexy Indian judge, and I was hoping to see Pema in action. Maybe another

time?
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